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CIMPS

Universal Photo-
Electrochemical Workstation

Milestones
In Scientific

Instrumentation



ZAHNER CIMPS
photo-electrochemical system

CIMPS is a photo-electrochemical research system for a wide field of applications. It is based on our universal 
electrochemical workstations Zennium or IM6, extended by special hard- and software. The basic configuration was 
designed with focus on static and dynamic photo-electrochemical transfer function measurement, popular in the research of 
alternative solar cell concepts. In particular, the dynamic transfer functions between 
photovoltage or photocurrent and light intensity are relevant for efficiency considerations of dye-
sensitized oxide solar cells and organic solar cells. These functions are known as 'Intensity 
Modulated Photocurrent Spectroscopy' IMPS and 'Intensity Modulated Photo-Voltage 
Spectroscopy' IMVS.
Usually one is interested in the dominating time constants found by IMVS at open circuit 
conditions and by IMPS at short circuit conditions. Beyond this, thorough analysis and simulation 
of the transfer functions in combination with EIS can give deep insights into the cell under test 
and the working mechanisms in detail.

IMPS and IMVS are determined in the frequency domain by means of a light source, which is 
modulated in intensity over a broad frequency range, analogous to the EIS principle. CIMPS uses 
light emitting diodes 'LED' for that purpose. Different from a laser, LED do not need high 
modulation energy, and artifacts due to the presence of high voltage close to small 
measurement signals can be avoided. There is also no need for expander lenses, which must be 

inserted into a laser beam to illuminate electrodes having typical areas 
of up to several square centimetres.

CIMPS is the first complete system on the market designed especially for 
that purpose. Compared to the IMPS described in elder literature, 
important improvements were made by Zahner: a control loop regulates 
light intensity and modulation keeping it absolutely stable. The automatic 
comparison between set value and sensed intensity eliminates the 
influence of non-linearity, ageing and temperature drift. Instead of the 
LED supply current, used as a substitute magnitude in the traditional set-
up, the actually measured intensity is fed into the transfer function 
calculation, avoiding scale- and phase shift errors. As an additional 
advantage, CIMPS allows the automatic calibration of the illumination in 

natural units of intensity (W/m2), providing instant quantum efficiency information. Therefore Zahner light sources are shipped 
with NIST traceable calibration. A certificate is available on demand. Light sources can be calibrated also on site with an 
optional NIST traceable photodetector.

A set of supporting functions accompanies the IMPS and IMVS feature, useful for 
solar cell analysis as well. The static DC-photo-voltage and photocurrent vs. 
intensity characteristic can be determined. Among other value, the static 
behaviour provides useful criterions on the relevance of the time constants, 
derived by IMPS / IMVS. Stability and degradation of a SC may be controlled by 
recording photo-voltage and photocurrent vs. time at a constant intensity. SC 
efficiency, fill factor, integral IPCE and maximum power determination is 
implemented as a standard push button function, which works together with a 3rd-
party AM1.5 solar simulator as well.

While IMPS / IMVS are typical small signal linear frequency domain techniques. 
CIMPS also provides light transient experiments. They can be used in order to cross-
check the frequency domain results in the time domain, but may cover also the 
non-linear regimes.

The CIMPS standard package consists of all components necessary for the core 
application. Due to the individual requirements of the user, light sources have to be 
ordered separately. Please ask for our latest list of LED arrays available in a wide range of 
wavelengths and for tuneable light sources.

The Zahner PECC cells are optimized for perfect optical as well as electrical characteristics 
and come with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Pt counter electrode coil. The 
PTFE/PCTFE-based solid allows working in aggressive and non-aqueous electrolytes. A gas-
tight version, allowing oxygen-free working is available. 'Wet' experiments, for instance half-
cell measurements, can be performed perfectly in these specially designed photo-
electrochemical cells.

Apart from the core application, the CIMPS system may be extended to many other 
related methods by optional available peripherals. Certain 3rd-party spectrometers can
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be connected directly. CIMPS is able to control these spectrometers and provides spectral resolved lightemission (OPV)  
measurements, valuable for instance in OLED research and testing. The CIMPS-abs option may be used for spectral 
resolved absorption measurements, necessary for the investigation of electro-chromic processes and materials for 
electronic displays, OLED and organic solar cells.
CIMPS-pcs is based on our special tuneable lightsources. It opens the door to traditional photocurrent-spectroscopy PCS, 
spectral resolved incident photon conversion efficiency and the whole set of related spectro-electrochemical techniques. 
Finally, the FRA of the CIMPS system can be configured to a lock-in mode, which allows CIMPS to work together with 3rd-
party chopper / monochromator units. 

The components of the CIMPS package are working together in a plug & play application, 
including the software and an overall calibration of the system. An Electrochemical 
Workstation (ECW) IM6 or Zennium operates as a Frequency Response Analyser and as a 
support unit (Potentiostat / Galvanostat) for the cell under test. The Zahner ECWs are 
renowned for their high precision, ease of use and comprehensive software. One may 
select between two slave potentiostats (XPOT, PP211) used for the control of the light 
source, which differ in the output power to cover low-noise as well as high intensity 
applications.
The light source carrier including a high precision low noise photo-amplifier is positioned on 
an optical bench face to face with the photo-electrochemical cell. A photodiode sensor is 
mounted close to the cell's light inlet.
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Standard Solar Cell Tests

Static Photo-Electric Transfer Functions

Dynamic Photo-Electric Transfer Functions

Time Domain Measurements

Intensity Transients Measurements

Calibration Routines for LED & OLED

Electrochemical Methods & Utilities

• maximum power

• fill factor

• efficiency

• IPCE

• static photovoltage vs. intensity curve

• static photocurrent vs. intensity curve

• static photocurrent vs. cellvoltage
   at constant intensity

• dynamic photovoltage efficiency IMVS

• dynamic photocurrent efficiency IMPS

• photovoltage vs. time at constant intensity

• photocurrent vs. time at constant intensity

• photovoltage vs. time under intensity transients

• photocurrent vs. time under intensity transients

• dynamic lightsource efficiency

• electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
• impedance & network analysis, simulation & fitting
• EIS series vs. parameter
   (time, potential, current, temperature, pH ...)
• impedance vs. parameter
   (time, potential, current, temperature, pH ...)
• stationary current / voltage characteristics
   & polarisation measurements
• cyclic & linear sweep voltammetry
• graphic, documentation & programming utilities
• ...

   Please refer to the ZENNIUM® brochure 
   for a complete list of methods
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P: Luminous intensity [W/cm2]
U: Photo voltage [V]
I: Photo current [A]
E: Light source potentiostat set voltage [V]
Q: Charge [C]
U
OSC

: Open circuit voltage [V]

I
SC

: Short circuit current [A]

N
max

: Electrical power [W] at the point of the 
maximal product U·I of the solar cell 
current voltage curve

n
e
: number of  photoelectrons

n
ph

: number of  incident photons

^: amplitude symbol
ω: angular frequency [Hz]
φ: phase shift [rad]
j: imaginary unit
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ZAHNER CIMPS
methods...

Charge Extraction after N. W. Duffy, L. M. Peter et. al. Q t 
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ZAHNER CIMPS
...and results

SC Fill-Factor, IPCE and Maximum Power DSSC Charge Extraction after L.M. Peter

DSSC DC vs. Intensity Transfer Function Alternative SC DC vs. Intensity Transfer Function

DSSC IMPS/IMVS Experimental 
Data, Simulation and Fit

Hybrid SC IMPS/IMVS Experimental Data, Simulation and Fit

DSSC Light Transient

SC IMPS/IMVS Experimental Data, Simulation and Fit



Spectral Resolved Transmittance/Absorbance Measurement System

Extend the scope of your CIMPS system for material screening and 
examination of electro-chromic processes!
For this purpose CIMPS is equipped with a UV-VIS-IR spectrometer, two 
photo-electrochemical cells PECC-2 mounted on a slide (one for the measuring 
object and one as reference), and a high-power intensity controlled white light illuminator (LED 
emitter or Tungsten lamp). Automatic spectra series are measured vs. cell voltage, current and time. 
The list of series parameters may be optionally extended to any physical quantity supported, such as temperature, 
concentration, pH and more. In addition to automatic triggering, each recording can be started manually after setting the 
electrochemical parameters. The Thales software provides versatile light spectra analysis routines which allow many useful 
graphic representations, zoom-, cursor-, documentation- and data export functions. Like with all Thales data file types, 
Windows® detects the light spectra files automatically and presents info-boxes and graphic preview.

ZAHNER CIMPS
options

Additional Methods

• absorbance spectra vs. voltage
• absorbance spectra vs. current
• absorbance spectra vs. time
• user script controlled absorbance spectra series

P3HT-PEDOT:PSS Film  Synchronous Impedance/Phase Spectra and Film Extinction Spectra vs. Cell Voltage

Absorption: CIMPS-abs

Emission: CIMPS-emit



Electrochemical Photo Current Spectra (PCS) System

Extend the scope of your CIMPS system for general spectro-electro-
chemistry...!
Equipped with the tuneable light sources TLS01/TLS02, one of the core appli-
cations of CIMPS-pcs is measuring the Incident Photon Conversion Efficiency 
IPCE of organic and dye sensitized solar cells in the wavelength range from about 
400 nm up to more than 700 nm, representing for the most effective range of solar 
light. Like the standard light sources for CIMPS, the TLS are based on the state-of-the-art 
LED technology. CIMPS-pcs profits from the modulation capabilities of LEDs just as CIMPS 
does. No mechanical choppers are necessary and instead of the more noise-sensitive Lock-In-
technique the advantages of coherent frequency analysis technique can be used. CIMPS-pcs comes 
up as a plug & play application fully calibrated and equipped with the outstanding comfort of Thales: spectral data can be 
analyzed with the on-board package “light spectra analysis”, spectral data files are covered by the preview-support of the 
Windows® file explorer and can be exported in manifold ways as high-quality vector 
graphics, bitmaps and ASCII data lists. You may view and export data, while measure-
ments are running. Context-sensitive online-help helps 
you do your work in the most effective way. 

ZAHNER CIMPS
options

Photo-Electrochemical Light Emission Measurement System

Extend the scope of your CIMPS system for the examination of OPV, LED, OLED, ...
Similar to the light absorbance measurement package, this option complements 

CIMPS by a UV-VIS-IR spectrometer to enable spectral resolved light emission 
measurements. For integral emission, an additional NIST traceable calibrated 

photo-detector can be added. Like with the CIMPS-abs, automatic spectra 
series measurement vs. cellvoltage, current, time can be performed and 

additional series parameters like temperature, voltage and pH can be used 
optionally. Of course, emission spectra recording can be triggered also manually 

while controlling the electrochemical parameters. Like for CIMPS-abs, the light 
spectra analysis package within Thales supports single / multi-spectra 2-D, multi-

spectra 3-D and contour plot visualization for instance as emission, trans-
mittance, absorbance, extinction in linear or logarithmic scale vs. 

wavelength or wave-number. Data export can be done in form of 
ASCII-data, as bitmap or as Windows®-EMF graphics via clipboard 

copy & paste or as file.

Additional Methods

• photocurrent vs. wavelength (PCS)
• incident photon conversion efficiency (IPCE)

Additional Methods

• lightemission voltage current characteristic (PVI)
• spectral resolved PVI

IPCE  =
ne 
n ph 

n
e
: number of  photoelectrons

n
ph

: number of  incident photons

Examples for Photocurrent Spectra and Incident Photon Conversion Efficiency Spectra of Solar Cells

Photo Current Spectra: CIMPS-pcs

Emission: CIMPS-emit



ZAHNER CIMPS
options

Additional Methods

• dynamic transmittance / reflectance vs. frequency
• static transmittance / reflectance vs. charge
• static transmittance / reflectance vs. voltage
• static transmittance / reflectance vs. time

Left: 
DTR software package
running voltage scan

Right:
Dynamic DTR vs. frequency

and static DTR vs. charge

Exceptional feature: assigns kinetic information unequivocally to exactly one colored species in a reaction chain.
Some physical systems change their optical properties under the influence of an electrical voltage or current applied. Such 
behavior is of high scientific interest and reached already great economic importance in the fields of electronic displays, smart 
windows and electronic newspapers, acting as electro-chromic devices.
The electrical control of the absorbance may have influence on the spectral properties of such systems. Dependent on the state, 
color or tone may change. This can be investigated quantitatively  by means of CIMPS-abs. For many applications, besides color 
aspects, the dynamic properties are of high importance as well. The switching time, very important for instance for displays and 
modulators, or the reaction time of smart windows is determined by the kinetic processes of transport- and redox-reactions or by 
the structural re-organization which cause the optical changes.
Dynamic Transmittance Reflectance "DTR" transfer function analysis follows the ideas popular for instance in Electrochemical 
Impedance Spectroscopy. The basic transfer function in EIS is given between voltage and current. Like for EIS, in DTR a bias control 
voltage (or current) applied to the sample is modulated by a small test signal amplitude. Differing from EIS, the sample is 
illuminated using a certain calibrated static intensity P, and the transmitted or reflected light P* is recorded and treated as 
response signal in dependence of the electrical excitation.

The dynamic transfer function DTR is calculated 
as the quotient between the response 
modulation signal (the relative intensity change 
in time P*/P = TR* ) and the excitation signal 
(Voltage U* or current I*, dependent on the 
selected mode, potentiostatic or 
galvanostatic).

DTR spectra can be understood in principle like EIS. Time constants 
can be extracted and assigned to certain charge transfer, relaxation 
and transport processes. Their characteristic shape and phase angle helps to distinguish between them.
It is known, that EIS suffers from the ambiguity of the spectra: different mechanisms may lead to identical dynamic transfer functions. It is an 
exceptional property of DTR, that the response function can be assigned unequivocally to an occuring colored species. In combination with 
EIS, DTR may help to cancel out further ambiguities, like it can be done also in combination with IMPS/IMVS data. DTR can be performed with 
most calibrated light sources of different spectral properties from the Zahner portfolio. By changing the wavelength, DTR may be extended 
selectively to the case, when more than one colored species is present.
DTR gives valuable dynamic information belonging to a certain bias within the systems steady state characteristic. Besides, CIMPS-dtr 
supports slow, quasi-static scan features determining the steady state characteristics. In order to characterize the static transmittance-

reflectance behavior in dependence of the applied voltage, the sample voltage can be 
swept linearly between two limiting voltages under potentiostatic control. In galvanostatic 
mode the transmittance/reflectance-characteristic recording is supported in form of a 
charge scan.

Dynamic Transmittance / Reflectance Measurements: CIMPS-dtr

Dynamic Transmittance / Reflectance Measurement System



ZAHNER CIMPS
options

Additional Methods

• photocurrent response 
   on fast light transients
• photovoltage response 
   on fast light transients

Photocurrent Transient of a Monolithic Silicon Solar Cell Photovoltage Transient of an Organic Solar Cell 
(built up from Cr-Al-Cr-P3HT-PCBM-PEDOT-Cr-Au)

Fast Intensity Transients: CIMPS-fit

Fast Light Intensity Transients Measurement System

CIMPS-fit uses the fast two-channel transient recorder TR8M plug-in from Zahner with a maximum 2-channel sampling 
rate of 20 MHz. The TR8M communicates with the internal potentiostat of the Zennium/IM6 

and with slave potentiostats connected externally 
via an EPC42 by automatic, software controlled 
signal routing. 
This feature is the base for CIMPS-fit: the slave 
potentiostat, active in CIMPS controlling the 
lightsource intensity is set to perform fast 
transients. By this, light switching time constants of 
typically 400ns (off-transient) respectively 1us (on 
transient) can be achieved. If necessary, CIMPS-
fit may be extended optionally by a special 
external potentiostat-front-end and a fast light-off 
circuit, enabling switch-off transients with a time 
constant of typically less than 80ns. The main 
potentiostat controls the cell and acquires cell 
voltage and respectively cell current. The signals 
are internally routed to the TR8M.  

Extend the scope of your CIMPS system for the examination of fast kinetics 
in organic, dye sensitized and monolitic SC...
It is often advantageous, to correlate linear dynamic measurements under frequency 
variation like IMPS and IMVS with measurements of transient behaviour in the time domain. 
Slower photo-electrochemical systems, like DSSC or inorganic photo-catalytic systems can 
be evaluated successfully with the standard CIMPS function “Intensity Transients”. 
For faster processes happening for instance in silicon based or other monolithic types of 
semiconductor solar cells, and, due to their thin layer structure also in organic solar cells, 
the time resolution of the standard CIMPS “Intensity Transients” is not sufficient. Photo-
charge diffusion and migration time constants in such objects are too fast for a standard 
CIMPS system. With CIMPS-fit Zahner offers a fast intensity transients option, extending the 
time resolution down to 50ns. 
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Specifications & Options

                                                         GmbH & Co. KG
website: http://www.zahner.de   -   email: support@zahner.de

Thüringer Str. 12   -   96317 Kronach   -   Germany 
Tel.:+49-(0)9261-962119-0   -   Fax:+49-(0)9261-962119-99

Representative in your country:

CIMPS-Systems
ZENNIUM® electrochemical workstation
XPot external potentiostat, EPC42 control module
optical bench, sensor, photosense-amplifier-illuminator-supply unit
CIMPS & THALES software package

ZENNIUM® electrochemical workstation
PP211 power potentiostat, EPC42 control module
optical bench, sensor, photosense-amplifier-illuminator-supply unit
CIMPS & THALES software package

IM6 electrochemical workstation
XPot external potentiostat, EPC42 control module
optical bench, sensor, photosense-amplifier-illuminator-supply unit
CIMPS & THALES software package

IM6 electrochemical workstation
PP211 power potentiostat, EPC42 control module
optical bench, sensor, photosense-amplifier-illuminator-supply unit
CIMPS & THALES software package

CIMPS-1

CIMPS-2

CIMPS-3

CIMPS-4

Complete CIMPS-Systems

General
user selectable (see lightsources)

10 µHz - 100 kHz
10 µHz - 250 kHz

±10 A / ±20 V
±0.5 A / ±20 V

PP211
XPot

PP211
XPot

Supported Wavelength Range

Frequency Range

Supply Output Range for LED Lightsource

Photo-Electrochemical Cells
PECC-1
60 x 25 x 80 mm
20 mm
BK4 or quartz
max. 20 mm
Teflon (PTFE)
Ag/AgCl
Pt coil
no
front

Width x Depth x Height
Optical Window Diameter
Optical Window Material
Working Electrode Active Diameter
Solid Material
Reference Electrode
Counter Electrode
Gas Inlet/Outlet
Light Inlet

PECC-2
60 x 25 x 80 mm
18 mm
BK4 or quartz
max. 18 mm
Kel-F (PCTFE)
Ag/AgCl
Pt coil
yes
front and rear

Lightsources
over 50 different LED lightsources
wavelength range from 245 nm to 1550 nm

LED arrays and Tungsten lamps

wavelength range from 365 nm to 1550 nm

Monochromatic

White

Switchable and Tuneable Lightsources

Options (requires CIMPS-system)

two photo-electrochemical cells PECC-2, UV-VIS-IR spectrometer
tungsten lamp or high power white LED, specific software

UV-VIS-IR spectrometer or NIST traceable calibration sensor SEL033, 
specific software

tuneable lightsource, specific software

TR8M transient recorder, trigger cable, specific software

Additional slave potentiostat, calibrated sensor, specific software

for automatic calibration procedure at the customer’s lab

dummy cell for the dynamic simulation of a DSSC

CIMPS-abs

CIMPS-emit

CIMPS-pcs

CIMPS-fit

CIMPS-dtr

SEL033

SIMPECC

Absorption Option

Emission Option

Photo Current Spectra Option

Fast Intensity Transients Option

Dynamic Transmittance/
Reflectance Option

NIST-Traceable Calibration Sensor

Demo-Board
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